Introduction
Bayesian networks offer compact and intuitive graphical representations of uncertain relations among the random variables of a domain and provide a foundation for many diagnostic expert systems. However, these systems typically focus on disambiguating single-fault diagnostic hypotheses because it is hard to generate just right multiplefault hypotheses that contain only the most relevant faults.
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) assignment and Most Probable Explanation (MPE) are two explanation methods for
Bayesian networks that nd a complete assignment to a set of target variables as the best explanation for given evidence and can be applied to generate multiple-fault hypotheses. A priori, the set of target variables is often large and can be in tens or even hundreds for a real-world diagnostic system. Given that so many variables are involved, even the best solution by MAP or MPE may have an extremely low probability, say in the order of 10 −6 . It is hard to make any decision based on such hypotheses.
In real-world problems, it is observed that usually only a few target variables are most relevant in explaining any given evidence. For example, there are many possible diseases in a medical domain, but a patient can have at most a few diseases at one time, as long as he or she does not delay treatments for too long. It is desirable to nd diagnostic hypotheses containing only those relevant diseases.
Other diseases should be excluded from further tests or treatments. In a recent work, Yuan and Lu [12] propose an approach called Most Relevant Explanation (MRE) to generate explanations containing only the most relevant target variables for given evidence in Bayesian networks. Its main idea is to traverse a trans-dimensional space containing all the partial instantiations of the target variables and nd one instantiation that maximizes a relevance measure called generalized Bayes factor [3] . The approach was shown in [12] to be able to nd precise and concise explanations. This paper provides a study of the theoretical properties of MRE and offers further evidence for its validity. The study shows that MRE relies on an implicit soft relevance measure that enables the automatic identi cation of the most relevant target variables and pruning of less relevant variables from an explanation. Furthermore, the solution space of MRE has a special lattice structure that allows two interesting dominance relations among the solutions to be de ned. These dominance relations are used to design and develop a K-MRE algorithm for nding a set of top explanations that are more representative. Our empirical results show that MRE methods are promising approaches for explanation in Bayesian networks.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We rst review methods for explanation in Bayesian networks, Uncertainty is introduced to the model such that an output node is in state current with a certain probability less than 1.0 if its parent gate, when exists, is defective and any of its other parents is in state current. Otherwise, it is in noCurr state with probability 1.0. For example, node output of B takes state current with probability 0.99 if parent gate B is in state defective and parent Input is in state current.
Suppose we observe that current ows through the circuit, which means that nodes Input and T otal Output in the Bayesian network are both in the state current. The task is to diagnose the system and nd the best fault hypotheses.
Based on our knowledge of the domain, we know there are three basic scenarios that most likely lead to the observation: (1) A is defective; (2) B and C are defective; and (3) B and D are defective.
Related Work
Many methods exist for explaining evidence in Bayesian networks. However, they often fail to nd just-right explanations containing the most relevant target variables.
Many existing methods make simplifying assumptions and focus on singleton explanations [5, 7] . However, singleton explanations may be underspeci ed and are unable to fully explain given evidence. For the running example, the pos- There have been efforts trying to generate more appropriate explanations. Henrion and Druzdzel [6] assume that a system has a set of pre-de ned scenarios as potential explanations and nd the scenario with the highest posterior probability. Flores et al. [4] propose to grow an explanation tree incrementally by branching the most informative variable at each step while maintaining the probability of each explanation above certain threshold. Bayesian networks is formally de ned as follows.
De nition 1. Given a set of target variables X in a Bayesian network and evidence e on the remaining variables, an explanation for the evidence is a partial instanti-
MRE is then de ned as follows [12] .
De nition 2. Let X be a set of target variables, and e be the evidence on the remaining variables in a Bayesian network. Most Relevant Explanation is the problem of nding an explanation x 1:k that has the maximum Generalized Bayes Factor score GBF (
where GBF is de ned as
Therefore, MRE traverses the trans-dimensional space containing all the partial assignments of X and nds an assignment that maximizes the GBF score. Potentially, MRE can use any measure that provides a common ground for comparing the partial instantiations of the target variables.
GBF is chosen because it is shown to provide a plausible measure for representing the degree of evidential support in recent studies in Bayesian con rmation theory [3] .
MRE was shown to be able to generate precise and concise explanations for the running example [12] . The best explanation according to MRE is:
GBF (¬B, ¬C; e) = 42.62 .
For simplicity we often omit e and write GBF (¬B, ¬C). 
A Theoretical Study

Theoretical properties of MRE
We now discuss several theoretical properties of MRE.
Since MRE relies heavily on the GBF measure in generating its explanations, it is not surprising that these properties are mostly originated from GBF . The proofs of these properties can be found in the appendix.
First, we note that GBF can be expressed in a different way using the belief update ratio.
De nition 3. The belief update ratio of x 1:k1 given e, r(x 1:k1 ; e), is de ned as
GBF can then be expressed as the ratio between the belief update ratios of x 1:k1 and alternative explanations x 1:k1 given e, i.e.,
GBF (x 1:k1 ; e) = r(x 1:k1 ; e) r(x 1:k1 ; e) .
The most important property of MRE is that it is able to weigh the relative importance of multiple variables and only include the most relevant variables in explaining the given evidence. The degree of relevance is evaluated using a measure called conditional Bayes factor (CBF) implicitly encoded in the GBF measure and de ned as follows.
De nition 4. The conditional Bayes factor of hypothesis y 1:m for given evidence e conditional on x 1:k is de ned as
Then, we have the following theorem. Theorem 1. Let the conditional Bayes factor of y 1:m given x 1:k be less than or equal to inverse of the belief update ratio of the alternative explanations x 1:k , i.e.,
the following holds
Therefore, CBF (y 1:m , e|x 1:k ) provides a soft measure on the relevance of a new set of variable states with regard to an existing explanation and can be used to decide whether or not to include them in an existing explanation. GBF also encodes a decision boundary, the inverse belief update ratio of alternative explanations x 1:k given e, which provides a threshold on how important the remaining variables should be in order to be included in the current explanation.
If CBF (y 1:m ; e|x 1:k ) is greater than or equal to 1 r(x 1:k ;e) , y 1:m is regarded as relevant and will be included. Otherwise, y 1:m will be excluded from the explanation.
Theorem 1 has several intuitive and desirable corollaries.
First, the following corollary shows that, for any explanation x 1:k with belief update ratio greater than or equal to 1.0, adding any independent variable to the explanation will decrease its GBF score [12] . Corollary 1. Let x 1:k be an explanation with r(x 1:k ; e) ≥ 1.0, and y be a state of variable Y independent from variables in x 1:k and e. Then GBF (x 1:k ∪ {y}; e) ≤ GBF (x 1:k ; e). (9) Therefore, adding an irrelevant variable dilutes the explanative power of an existing explanation. MRE is able to automatically prune such variables. This is clearly a desirable property.
Note that we focus on the explanations with belief update ratio greater than or equal to 1.0. We believe that an explanation whose probability decreases given the evidence is unlikely to be a good explanation for the evidence.
Corollary 1 requires the additional variable Y to be independent from both X 1:k and E. The assumption is rather strong. The following corollary relaxes it to be that Y is conditionally independent from E given X 1:k and shows the same result still holds. Corollary 2. Let x 1:k be an explanation with r(x 1:k ; e) ≥ 1.0, and y be a state of a variable Y conditionally independent from variables in e given x 1:k . Then GBF (x 1:k ∪ {y}; e) ≤ GBF (x 1:k ; e). (10) Corollary 2 is a more general result than corollary 1 and captures the intuition that conditionally independent variables add no additional information to an explanation in explaining given evidence, even though the variable may be marginally dependent on the evidence. Also note that these properties are all relative to an existing explanation.
It is possible that a variable is independent from the evidence given one explanation, but becomes dependent on the evidence given another explanation. In other words, GBF score is not monotonic. Looking at variables one by one does not guarantee to nd the optimal solution.
The above results can be further relaxed to accommodate cases where the posterior probability of y given e is smaller than its prior, i.e., 
This is again an intuitive result; a variable state whose posterior probability decreases for given evidence should not be part of an explanation for the evidence.
The above theoretical results can be veri ed using the running example. For example,
The results suggest that GBF has the intrinsic capability to penalize higher-dimensional explanations and prune less relevant variables.
Explaining away
One unique property of Bayesian networks is that they can model the so called explaining away phenomenon using the V structure, i.e., a single variable with two or more parents. In this case, x 1:k has a strictly larger GBF score than y 1:m , but the latter is more concise. It is possible that we can include them both and let the decision makers to decide whether they prefer higher score or conciseness. However, we believe that we only need to include x 1:k , because its higher GBF score indicates that the extra variable states are relevant to explain given evidence and should be included in the explanation.
Based on the two kinds of dominance relations, we de ne the concept minimal.
De nition 7. An explanation is minimal if it is neither strongly nor weakly dominated by any other explanation.
In case we want to nd multiple top explanations, we only need to consider the minimal explanations, because they are the most representative ones.
K-MRE Algorithm
In 7 Empirical Results
Experimental design
We tested the K-MRE algorithm on a set of benchmark models, including Alarm, Circuit, Hepar, Munin, and SmallHepar. We chose these several models because we have the diagnostic versions of these networks, whose variables have been annotated into three categories: target, observation, and auxiliary. For generating the test cases, we used the networks as generative models and sampled with- out replacement from their prior probability distributions.
We only kept those test cases with at least one abnormal observation and used the abnormal observations as evidence.
Since Circuit and SmallHepar have 4 and 3 target variables respectively, we collected as many test cases as possible.
Munin also has 4 target variables but each with many more states. Hepar and Alarm have 9 and 12 target variables respectively. We collected 50 test cases for the last three networks. We also extracted from them the test cases which contain at least two faulty target variables for separate experiments on multiple-fault test cases.
Our experiments compared MRE with MAP given their similarities. We tested two versions of the MAP algorithm, one focusing on all the target variables (F-MAP) and the other only on the target variables selected by MRE (P-MAP). In addition, we compared with the Marginal algorithm, which neglects the interdependence among the target variables and uses the marginal posterior probabilities to determine the most likely states of the target variables.
We plot the accuracy statistics, including precision (the percentage of faulty states correctly identi ed among all faulty explanation variables) and recall (the percentage of faulty states correctly identi ed among all faulty variables in test cases) of these algorithms in Figure 3 . We also include sample results on F-Score, which is de ned as
Results and analysis
We make the following observations from these results.
First, MRE is able to achieve higher precision and/or recall rates in identifying the faulty target variables than the other algorithms on all the networks except Munin. It is somewhat surprising that the precision/recall rates of Fourth, although multiple-fault cases are believed to be more dif cult because of their low likelihood, the algorithms in our experiments seem able to maintain the same level of accuracy rates in face of multiple-fault test cases (rows K1F2 and K3F2). We hope to apply the proposed methods to real-world systems and test cases to gain more insights.
Last but not least, the Marginal algorithm is ef cient and sometimes can achieve similar accuracy rates with other methods. However, since it does not take into account the dependence among the target variables, its results can be arbitrarily bad if the dependence are strong. It is evident on the Circuit network for which the accuracy rates of Marginal algorithm are much lower than other methods.
The results suggest that we have to be cautious about the use of the Marginal algorithm in certain systems.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we discuss several theoretical properties of GBF (x 1:k ∪ y1:m; e) = P (x 1:k ∪ y 1:m |e)(1 − P (x 1:k ∪ y 1:m )) P (x 1:k ∪ y 1:m )(1 − P (x 1:k ∪ y 1:m |e) = P (x 1:k |e)P (y1:m|x 1:k , e)(1 − P (y1:m|x 1:k )P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )P (y 1:m |x 1:k )(1 − P (y 1:m |x 1:k , e)P (x 1:k |e)) = P (x 1:k |e) P (x 1:k )
1 − P (x 1:k ) + (x 1:k ; e) .
Proof of Corollary 1: The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1. We can also prove it in the following way.
GBF (x 1:k ∪ {y}; e) = P (x 1:k ∪ {y}|e)(1 − P (x 1:k ∪ {y})) P (x 1:k ∪ {y})(1 − P (x 1:k ∪ {y}|e)) = P (x 1:k |e)P (y)(1 − P (y)P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )P (y)(1 − P (y)P (x 1:k |e)) = P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (y)P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (y)P (x 1:k |e)) .
Because P (x 1:k |e) ≥ P (x 1:k ), we have the following:
GBF (x 1:k ∪ {y}; e) = P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (y)P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (y)P (x 1:k |e)) = P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (x 1:k ) + (1 − p(y))P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (x 1:k |e) + (1 − p(y))P (x 1:k |e)) ≤ P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (x 1:k ) + (1 − p(y))P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (x 1:k |e) + (1 − p(y))P (x 1:k )) ≤ P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (x 1:k |e)) = GBF (x 1:k ; e) . GBF (x 1:k ∪ {y}; e) = P (x 1:k ∪ {y}|e)(1 − P (x 1:k ∪ {y})) P (x 1:k ∪ {y})(1 − P (x 1:k ∪ {y}|e) = P (x 1:k |e)P (y|x 1:k , e)(1 − P (y|x 1:k , e)P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )P (y|x 1:k )(1 − P (y|x 1:k )P (x 1:k |e)) = P (x 1:k |e)P (y|x 1:k )(1 − P (y|x 1:k )P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )P (y|x 1:k )(1 − P (y|x 1:k )P (x 1:k |e)) = P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (y|x 1:k )P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (y|x 1:k )P (x 1:k |e) .
Because P (x 1:k |e) ≥ P (x 1:k ), we have GBF (x 1:k ∪ {y}; e) = P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (y|x 1:k )P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (y|x 1:k )P (x 1:k |e) = P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (x 1:k ) + (1 − p(y|x 1:k ))P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (x 1:k |e) + (1 − p(y|x 1:k ))P (x 1:k |e)) ≤ P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (x 1:k ) + (1 − p(y|x 1:k ))P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (x 1:k |e) + (1 − p(y|x 1:k ))P (x 1:k )) ≤ P (x 1:k |e)(1 − P (x 1:k )) P (x 1:k )(1 − P (x 1:k |e)) = GBF (x 1:k ; e) .
Proof of Corollary 3:
This corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1.
